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6/8/2015
I’m thinking about doing an experiment about sound. When I play in my band I can
feel the bass through the floor. It vibrates all the seats and rattles the drums. But
for some reason the guitars don’t have the same effect. This made me think about
what sound actually is. Today I did some research and I learnt that sound is just air
molecules vibrating back and forth very fast. I wonder if I can make things move with
sound. I think I will try to move salt as is small and light and the grains are generally
the same size. I will sit a dish of salt on my guitar amp, play my guitar and see what
happens.
15/8/2015
Today I started my experiment. All the dishes that I tried sat over the mesh of my
amp and when I played my guitar the salt moved but no matter what note I played
I always got the same result, the salt made a circle the exact same shape as the
actual speaker inside the amp. I tried paper and a huge assortment of cake tins but
nothing would work. I then worked out that I needed a dish that had a base the
same size as the speaker. The only dish that I could find was a big bowl. My mum
had the idea of taping a plastic bag tight like a drum over the top of the bowl. This
took away the variable of the sound bouncing around in the dish and worked really
well. I put a plastic bag over the amp to keep the salt out. I also tried using hundreds
and thousands instead of salt but they just rolled everywhere. I noticed that when
I play a chord the salt jumps around all over the place, so I think that maybe the
movement has a lot to do with volume.
17/8/2015
Today I tried putting the bowl in front of the speaker instead of on top of it. This was
much easier, it worked great and I didn’t have to worry about salt getting in the amp.
My mum sprinkled salt on he drum and I played a few notes over and over again. I
found two notes that actually make patterns! My mum photographed them. When I
played them a few times in a row they always made the same pattern. When I played
a note some of the salt moved and the rest stayed still, forming the patterns. I also
found out that lower notes don’t do much pattern wise. Now I will try to recreate my
original patterns and find some new ones by playing a single note repeatedly.

18/8/2015
I measured the frequencies of the notes that I played on an app on my mum’s
phone, but I don’t know how accurate they are because there is so much noise
around my house which made the meter keep moving. I did some research and
found out that frequency is measured in hertz. Hertz is the number of beats in a
second. This means that high notes vibrate more, making the patterns. When I tried
the same note again I kept getting the same pattern. Different frequencies make
different patterns. I think that the reason that the salt jumps around everywhere
when I play a chord is a chord is a strum of all the strings and each string has a
different frequency.
I made a short video showing my experiment in action. I can’t find a way to make it
small enough to send, so I will try putting it on YouTube.
19/8/2015
I tried to find out why some salt grains didn’t move. It was because there were no
vibrations in certain areas of the drum. I read about resonance but it was really
hard to understand. Even so I learnt a lot from this experiment. My results are really
interesting as they are the complete opposite to my prediction. I thought that it
would be the bass notes that made the salt move more as they have thicker strings
to create bigger vibrations. However I was wrong. Anyway it was great to be able to
move things with the power of my guitar.

References
I looked up resonance at physicsclassroom.com.
I also used explainthatstuff.com.
I used the app SPLnFFT to measure the frequencies.

Can I move salt using
sound waves?
Elio Forte Bondi Public School

Aim: My aim is to move salt using sound waves.
In this experiment I will try to make salt move by playing my guitar. I will sprinkle
some salt on a bowl and put it in front of my amp. I will play different notes on my
electric guitar and record the salt’s movements. I will try to keep the amount of salt
the same each time I repeat the experiment and I will play each note several times to
see if the result is the same. I will photograph my results and record them in a table.
Hypothesis: I predict that a low E string will move the salt the most as when I am
playing in my band I can feel the bass vibrating the floor. I think that because the
low E is the thickest string on my guitar it will make more vibrations, making the salt
move more.
Equipment:
•
Electric guitar
•
Lead
•
Amp
•
Salt
•
Sound meter
•
Bowl with a plastic bag taped
tightly over the top like a drum
•
iPad for photographs

Method:
1.
Plug the guitar into the amp and turn the amp on.
2.
Put the drum in front of the amp and sprinkle a handful of salt on it.
3.
Play a note and photograph what the salt does.
4.
Measure the frequency of the notes.
5.
Repeat several times with the same note.
6.
Mess up the salt and repeat with a new note.

Results:

E

345 Hz

D flat
560 Hz

A sharp
947 Hz

Discussion: The first note I played was an E. I measured it at 345 Hz. The only
thing that happened was the salt closest to the amp moved a small bit. This was
success! (But not too much) The next note that I played was D flat which measured
at 560Hz. It made a great pattern, filled with circles and curly lines. I had no idea
that this was possible! Some of the salt moved around and some stayed still forming
the pattern. This note was a great success. The last note that I played was A sharp
which measured 947Hz and made an even more intricate pattern! This one was
filled with little swirls. When I repeated the notes they made the same patterns.
Click here for a link to a video of my experiment in action.
My results were the absolute opposite to my prediction. I found out that hertz is the
amount of vibrations in a second. This means that the higher notes make the
patterns because they vibrate the most. The different frequencies make different
grains of salt move to a particular place depending on the vibrations. However I
don’t know why different frequencies make some of the salt stand still.
Conclusion: Although my prediction was wrong my experiment actually worked
really well because the notes made patterns in the salt which I wasn’t expecting.
Next time I should try the experiment in a quieter place as it was hard to measure
the frequencies accuratley. A good followup experiment would be trying a note in
different octaves or with different instruments.

